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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to configure security for the Vendor Exclusion List
report.
What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Create a new security policy and add an output menu item.
Add the new security policy to duty extension and then to a
role extension.
B. Create a new privilege extension and add an output menu
item. Add the privilege to a duty extension and then to a role
extension.
C. Create a new privilege and assign it to an output menu item.
Add the new privilege to a duty extension and then add the duty
extension to a role.
D. Create a new privilege, add a reference to an output menu
item, and then add the new privilege to a role.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Emergency actions are taken at the early stage of a disaster
with the purpose of preventing injuries or loss of life and:
A. reducing the extent of operational damage.
B. determining the extent of property damage.
C. ensuring orderly plan activation.
D. preserving environmental conditions.
Answer: A
Explanation:
During an incident, emergency actions should minimize or
eliminate casualties and damage to the business operation, thus
reducing business interruptions. Determining the extent of
property damage is not the consideration; emergency actions
should minimize, not determine, the extent of the damage.
Protecting/preserving environmental conditions may not be
relevant. Ensuring orderly plan activation is important but not
as critical as reducing damage to the operation.

NEW QUESTION: 3
During installation of an Avaya CallPilot RIs. 5.0 system, a
technician prepares to conned the 600r server to the ELAN
Subnet. One end of the CAT5 cable connects to the server ELAN
NIC connector at the rear panel of the server. Where is the
other end of the cable connected?
A. the ELAN Ethernet switch (Layer 2) or hub
B. the clan switch (Layer 2) or hub
C. the ELAN gateway
D. the customer's network Gateway Router
Answer: A
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